G2 (Giscome Fight Club)
Getting there:
After crossing tracks at Giscome turn left towards CN quarry. Turn left just before quarry gate.
At about 100m turn right on a narrow dirt road. Park at an obvious pullout on your left. Walk
about 150m up the road to where it bends left (private road beyond this point) and go straight
ahead on an old hydro access road. When you reach hydro line go left and follow to where it
crosses under lines and into timber. Look for orange flagging on your right. Existing routes are
about 50m left of first crag you come to.
Starting from climber's right:
1) Unfinished project? On the detached crag to the right there is a two bolt rap anchor.
The route is uncleaned and doesn't have protection bolts.
2) Stop and Go- 5 bolts to a Metolius rap anchor. 5.8?
3) Two side by side 3 bolt routes up steep rock to a shared Fixe rap anchor. 5.10c?
a) Sting Like a Bee (aka, SLAB)
b) Float Like a Butterfly (aka, FLAB)
4) In the Blue Corner- trad corner to a standard two bolt anchor. Need 3 or 4 pieces of
med/large gear. Fun climb (pity it's not longer) but worth carrying in a bit of gear. 5.7?
5) Toe to Toe- 3 bolt route to a standard two bolt anchor. Start with one of your toes on
the toe of the arrete then up face left of arrete. Don't use the tree roots or large blocks!
maybe 5.9/10a?
Notes:
1) There is a fixed directional point on the lip of FLAB for toprope purposes.You should
use it. If you want to toprope SLAB put a directional on the top bolt. Your rope will
thank you in both cases.
2) Toe to Toe is meant to go straight up at 3rd bolt. If you go out right it is definitely
easier.
Info from Ken Cox

